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Amanda Terzian
My name is Amanda Terzian, I am 16 years old and
I have been dancing since the age of two years
old. I am an ambassador for a dance convention
called Luminous Tour, and a dancewear brand
called Dancespirations Designs. I am also a
member of Purple Pixies Dancewear “Street
Crew”.

I currently attend Starlight Performing Arts Center
where I train in dance, acting, and singing. I am on
their All-Star team. I have trained in many styles
of dance including lyrical, contemporary, modern,
jazz, tap, ballet, pointe, hip hop, musical theater
dance, and acro.

I havemany other interest aside fromdance. I love
art, crocheting, singing, theater, sewing, baking,
yoga, pilates, fashion design and more. I also love
performing in shows. Although I love these things
dance is my true passion.

I am a member of my studios competition team
where I compete in dance, vocal/ musical theater,
acapella, and acting. I compete in over 12
numbers per year including two dance solos, a
vocal solo, and a monologue. I love attending
competitions and conventions with my
teammates as well as independently.

I have been on my current studios competition
team for 3 years. My old studio did not have a
competition team, so when I was 13 years old I
made the hard decision to change studios. I love
my studio and teammates but it was scary being
on a competition team at first. At my first ever
competition I received the lowest score of the
entire competition. I was so disappointed in
myself. Instead of giving up, I continued to
practice every single day. I would practice
whenever I got the chance. I would even stay
home alone while my friends and family were
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Amanda Terzian
going out so that I could practice. After just 2 years
I now compete in the advanced division at
competition, and I have won many overall awards
(including multiple 1st). This has showed me that
hard work pays off. Even though it feels good to
win, that is not what dance is about. You can
always be better. I still continue to work hard
every single day to become the best dancer that I
can be.

Even though I love performing, my dream is to
become a fashion designer. I have wanted to be a
fashion designer almost my entire life. I have
taken fashion classes throughout New Jersey and
NYC. I even sarted homeschooling this year to
focus more on fashion. I have already started
designing and making my own dancewear. This
past year I designed my Lyrical and Jazz solo

costumes. I am currently working on selling
custom costumes. I plan to open my shop within a
few weeks. I also have a small business called
Sunny Stitched Crochet Tops. I plan to attend
collage to become a fashion designer. I would love
to design formal wear, costumes, and active wear.
It would be a dream to one day have my own
dance wear brand.

Wherever life takes me I know that I will never
stop dancing. I hope that whoever is reading this
has learned that it is never too late to start new. I
have hit many obstacles such as injury’s and
conflicts, but I never let that stop me. With hard
work and determination you can do anything.

Photos Credits :: Hannah Terzian (sister$
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Clara Grace

My name is Clara Grace. I am 14 years old. I am a
cheerleader from the United States of America. I
like to click pictures in cute poses also but my

mom doesn't really like that as she says that I
need to look grown up. I started as a cheerleader
in 2019 with Oakleave.
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Isobella GraceWard

I am Isobella-Grace and I am 7 years old from the
North West of England. I love to dance, act and
model. I enjoy performing and competing.

I dream of travelling the world the perform and
model but to also have the opportunity to
experience and learn from different cultures.

I would love the opportunity to one day be part of
a production somewhere famous like the West
End.

When I have plenty of experience from travelling
and performing I would like to teach others the art
of dance and theatre.
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Jasmine Nunn

My name is Jasmine. I am 10 years old
and I have been an elite dancer since I
was 6 years old. I have won Regional
and National Championship titles. My
favourite style of dance is Lyrical,
Contemporary and Jazz.

I hope to oneday be a professional
dancer and choreographer. Dance is
my happy place.

My dance studio is JB Dance

Photos Credits :: JRD Media
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My name is Katelyn Fewer, I have been dancing
most of my life. I am also a competitive
cheerleader, model, and recently received my first
IMDB credits. I’m currently with Quest Elite
Dance and will be doing competitive dance this
season. My journey hasn’t been the easiest
including injuries, surgeries, and mental blocks
but I will always refuse to lose! I am hoping to go

to Worlds this season with Dance and one day
with cheer. Eventually would like to go to law
school and get into politics, until then I will
continue my journey in dance, cheer, modeling,
and acting.

Photos Credits :: Regina Fewer

Katelyn Fewer
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Katerina Seregina
Hi! My name is Katerina Seregina. Dance is my
passion because I love doing it. I enjoy ballet
because it is so beautiful and precise, plus it
challenges me. Contemporary is another one of
my favorites because it is really expressive and
emotional. Another style of dance that I really like
is jazz because it's sassy and energetic, and it
pushes boundaries. I am a competitive dancer,
however I sometimes attend other dance events

such as concerts or festivals. I love playing with
different movements and creating new dance
combos and solos. My family is very supportive of
what I do. An achievement of mine is becoming
the junior solo champion at Terpsichore Canada. I
choreographed a huge chunk of my winning solo.
Thanks for reading!

Photos Credits :: Katerina's dad, DanceBUG
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Olga Vasilyeva

1like my job very much ! tricks without
insurance make my heart beat faster. it is
fascinates and beckons my first pofession is
choreographer, and all the brightest
emotions I live in dance.

And now l1m dancing in the air, under the
Ьig top! AIImy love , passion andflight I pass
t h r o u g h 11 a i r t a n g o • • ! 1 t r y t o l i v
e i n t h i s

dance. 1want to show the whole palette of
feelings which i have.l want

to share with the audience not only the
beauty of the air dance, the complexity of
tricks, but also take with

me to the world of dance under the very
dome of the circus! air tango••

became the embodiment of my love for
Aerial Circus Art. And I give it to you, my
audience !!!

I am a semi-finalist of the Talent Show in
Romania in 2022.
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My name is Raven Holmes I am 4 years old and I
am a dancer. I have been dancing since I was 2 and
started competing when inwas 3 years old. I have
won many competitions including dance
championships VIP and I have made my way up
the sections in the under 6 category. I dance
freestyle and contemporary/slowdance and I also
do ballet and gymnastics.

My dream is to become an under 6 champion and
dance spots like the big girls.

I love to dance and I love travelling the country to
attend dance competitions.

I also love working on my Instagram and adding
lots of lovely picture on my Instagram. My
favourite thing is to dress up in fancy costumes
and fancy hair.

Photos Credits :: Laura holmes

RavenHolmes
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My name is Zoey. I am 8 years old. I like
dancing and i have been doing it since I
was 4 years old. I love flipping in different
directions. Competing solo is what I enjoy
the most and once again I'll be doing it. I
always say one should do whatever makes
her happy. Dance is my everything and i
want to share it with everyone.

Zoey
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